
Admonter wide planks represent the peak of technological achievements in produc-
tion of wooden flooring. Admonter wide planks are unique; they give warmth and en-
rich every room. They promise a tremendous scope of individual design possibilities.

All* Admonter floors are awarded with PEFC certificate, IBR certificate and 30-years warranty on hidden defects 
in the floor based on material and manufacturing defects. An impressive piece of nature – the reason, why the 
Admonter looks so characteristic is the special top layer, which consists of one continuous piece of timber, whose 
natural beauty is a true pleasure to look at. Only 2% of a tree has the quality, which is required to be turned into 
an Admonter. No plank is like the other. Designed by nature they are all unique. With their fine structure they 
display the very traces of all those years and seasons and bring the hidden soul of the tree as well as the energy 
of the forest right into your home.  

*American walnut, American cherry and Siberian larch do not have the PEFC certificate.

Admonter wide planks are extremely stable and ensure high dimension stability. That means that they can per-
fectly balance the changes in the room climate and reduce the formation of gaps to a minimum. 

From the manual pre-sorting of the raw materials to the delivery of the floor, an Admonter undergoes a total of 
15 quality checks.



speed of installation 
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability 
attractive prices  
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing 
warmth / character

Admonter wide planks are composed from the following ranges:    

You can choose different surface treatments:

- Raw planks: entirely untreated, sanded or brushed.
- Sanded planks: sanded, totally smooth, they can be natural oiled, UV oiled or matt lacquered. 
- Brushed planks: the soft parts of the wood are brushed out of the floorboard. This creates a beautiful structure with a surface that is 
more durable, harder wearing and more impact resistant. They can be natural oiled or UV oiled. 
- Natural oiled planks: natural oiled surface is 100% natural and pollutant-free. The natural oil is exclusively made of sustainable raw 
materials such as sunflower oil, natural waxes and calcium. The special feature of this surface represent the open pores allowing the floor 
to breathe. It has a regulatory effect on moisture, in this way ensuring a healthy room climate. A natural patina will ensure extraordinary 
durability only through regular care & maintenance with Admonter Clean&Care and Admonter Maintenance Oil. 
- Natural white oiled planks: Applying white oil to the raw floorboard will create a different appearance, which is at times almost similar 
to that of an raw plank. Two additional layers of oil are applied on top of the coat of white oil. This ensures that none of the white pig-
mentation is lost. 
- UV oiled planks: The UV oil consists of approximately 60% sustainable constituents. The UV oiled surface requires little effort in terms 
of care & maintenance and is very durable. If you would like to have the natural matt appearance of a natural oiled surface and be able 
to expend relatively little time for care & maintenance, we recommend a UV oiled surface. 
- Matt lacquer planks: the application of matt acrylic lacquer will entirely seal the pores of the wood. This acrylic lacquering is elastic 
and extremely simple to take care of. An additional »anti-scratch« coating makes the floor extremely durable and resistant. However, all 
these characteristics are at the expense of the totally natural surface. At the same time lacquer closes the pores and the floor can not 
breathe anymore. Also the appearance is more artificial than that of natural oiled surfaces. 

Treat yourself to Admonter wide planks, you won´t be sorry.



Antico range has a 3 layer structure, composed of a 4 
mm thick top layer, a transverse middle layer and a 
bottom layer of the same wood species as the top lay-
er, which serves to balance the tensions. This structure 
simply cannot be surpassed as far as its dimensional 
stability and superior balance are concerned. The edg-
es of the planks are pronounced bevelled.  Antico range 
is suitable for use over (UFH) Under Floor Heating sys-
tems. Surface is natural oiled.
  

SUITABLE

Tongue+groove

1850/2000 x 138/154/158/188/192/236/240 x 15 mm

Admonter Antico range is the perfect choice for people who love their floors to have the beautiful characteristics 
of traditional hand finished floors. Unique ageing techniques give Admonter Antico floors the beautiful and natural 
effect of genuine old wood that has aged gracefully over the years. Antico wide planks, whilst being perfect for 
grand interiors of castles, manor houses and historical buildings, can also add a unique and special look to more 
modern homes, lofts and commercial premises.

OAK SCURO OAK MARRONE OAK COGNAC OAK GRIGIO 

ASH MARRONE ASH COGNAC 

ASH GRIGIO ACACIA MARRONE 

LARCH SCURO LARCH MARRONE 

LARCH GRIGIO WALNUT MARRONE 

OAKPIETRA OAK NATURA



Admonter Mocca represents a unique product range of flooring which includes dark colours currently much in de-
mand. Innovative thermo treatment means that European wide planks get warm rich colours. The heating of the 
wood to more than 200o Celsius causes traditionally lighter wood species to darken. By regulating the intensity 
and the duration of the heat, different colour shades can be achieved. This natural process allows an offer of large 
selection of darker floors without using chemicals. 

OAK RUSTIC MEDIUM OAK MEDIUM KNOTTLES
/ KNOTTY 

OAK WHITE WASH MEDIUM OAK WHITE WASH MEDIUM
WHITE

OAK DARK KNOTTLES / 
KNOTTY 

OAK BROWN OAK WHITE WASH DARK 

ASH MEDIUM ASH DARK 

MAPLE 

ROBINIA ROBINIA RUSTIC 

BEECH LARCH 

Mocca offers a range of thermo  
treated 3 layer wooden floors. 
Thermo treatment means that 
the wood is heated to more than  
200o Celsius. After this trea-
tment  the moisture content in 
the wood  is almost zero. This 
considerably  reduces swelling, 
shrinkage and movement relat-
ed to the natural  forces in the 
wood. All these features make 
Mocca suitable also for rooms 
with higher humidity and floors 
with under floor heating.Tongue+groove

1850/2000 x 138/154/158/188/192/236/240 x 15 mm

SUITABLE

lock-it

OAK WHITE WASH DARK 
WHITE



Admonter Classic hardwoods range is available in 15 colour options in 10 wood species. This is the premium prod-
uct line of Admonter wide plank floors featuring the unsurpassed engineered structure with top and bottom layer 
of the same type of wood and a wide range of wood species, colour options and gradings. There are practically no 
limitations to your individual design wishes.   

OAK KNOTTLES OAK KNOTTY OAK COUNTRY OAK STONE

OAK SUPERBIANCO OAK LIMED WHITE OAK WHITE OAK LIMED

OAK ALPINO OAK RUSTIC ASH LIGHT ASH OLIVE

OAK SAND ASH LIGHT WHITE ASH OLIVE WHITE OAK GREY



Tongue+groove

SUITABLE

2000/2400 x 138/158/192/240 x 15/21 mm

lock-it

ASH LIGHT ZEBRA MAPLE KNOTTLES MAPLE KNOTTLES WHITE MAPLE CANADIAN 

CHERRY AMERICAN WALNUT AMERICAN WALNUT AMERICAN RUSTIC BEECH STEAMED KNOTTLES



Admonter Classic softwood planks are resonably priced high quality wide plank floors. The warm characther and 
natural elegance of this flooring suits modern and traditional interiors. The 3-layer quality timber construction, 
with top and bottom layers produced from the same wood species, guarantees superior stability. Softwood range 
is available in 12 colour options in 4 wood species.

LARCH MOUNTAIN KNOTTY LARCH MOUNTAIN KNOTTY 
WHITE

LARCH MOUNTAIN RUSTIC LARCH MOUNTAIN RUSTIC 
WHITE

LARCH AGED KNOTTY LARCH AGED KNOTTY WHITE LARCH LYE KNOTTY LARCH LYE KNOTTY WHITE 

LARCH SIBERIAN KNOTTY LARCH SIBERIAN KNOTTY 
WHITE

SPRUCE KNOTTY SPRUCE KNOTTY WHITE



lock-itTongue+groove

SUITABLE

1850/1920/2000/2400 x 138/158/161/192/195/240 x 15/21 mm

SPRUCE AGED KNOTTY SPRUCE AGED KNOTTY 
WHITE

PINE KNOTTY PINE KNOTTY 

LARCH MOUNTAIN 
MULTILAYER 

LARCH MOUNTAIN 
MULTILAYER WHITE

LARCH SIBERIAN MULTILAYER LARCH SIBERIAN MULTILAYER 
WHITE

SPRUCE KNOTTY MULTILAYER

SPRUCE KNOTTY MULTILAYER 
WHITE



LARCH MOUNTAIN KNOTTY LARCH MOUNTAIN KNOTTY 
WHITE

SPRUCE KNOTTY SPRUCE KNOTTY WHITE

Admonter XXLong product range offers wide planks up to nearly 5 metres in length and with bevelled longer edges 
of planks, which emphasizes a special character of wider planks. The variety of widths of these planks is perfect 
for laying the floor in random widths.  

XXLong range has a 3 layer structure, which is composed 
of a 4 mm thick top layer, a transverse middle layer and 
a bottom layer of the same wood species as the top layer, 
which serves to balance the tensions. This structure sim-
ply cannot be surpassed as far as its dimensional stabil-
ity and superior balance are concerned. XXLong range is 
suitable for the use over under floor  heating systems. 
XXLong range is available in diferent colour options in 3 
wood species. Surface is natural oiled. 
   

OAK MEDIUM KNOTTY OAK BROWN OAK SAND OAK GREY

width: 138/154/158/188/192/236/240/321/325 mm
tickness: 15/21 mm, lenght: 3870/4470/4870/5000 mm

Tongue+groove

SUITABLE

OAK MEDIUM WHITE

LARCH MOUNTAIN AGED 
KNOTTY 

LARCH MOUNTAIN AGED 
KNOTTY WHITE

OAK EUROPEAN WHITE OAK KNOTTY 



1850/2000/2400 x 138/154/161/188/192/195/236/240 x 15 mm

SUITABLE

In future every year Admonter will launch new and limited product lines, featuring exclusive natural floors that match 
the latest international interior design trends. Intensive. Special surface treatments add character and individual-
ity to this product range. The look of these wide planks with a structured, scraped or distressed texture and special 
colours is unique. Pure. The pure and simple elegance of this wide plank floor, which is available in four subtle white 
and grey colour shades of knotless oak, is totally consistent with the current prevailing trends in interior design.

Tongue+groove

LARCH AGED DISTRESSED LARCH AGED DISTRESSED 
WHITE

LARCH AGED DISTRESSED 
BLACK

LARCH AGED DISTRESSED 
PETROL 

BEECH DARK STRUCTURED OAK SCRAPED OAK SCRAPED BLACK OAK SCRAPED MEDIUM

OAK SCRAPED MEDIUM 
WHITE

OAK SCRAPED DARK OAK SCRAPED DARK WHITE

PURE 01 PURE 02 PURE 03 PURE 04



smart-lock

1200 x 120 x 13 mm

SUITABLE

Admonter enters a new era with the modern “City Floor” in 120 x 1200 mm: With its ideal dimension, this natural 
floor can be installed to give either a traditional look, or a very chic and contemporary style. In comparison to 
large-sized floor boards, the “City Floor” offers new and attractive design possibilities ideally suited for smaller 
spaces like city f lats. Ease of transport and simple installation makes “City Floor” the most convenient Admonter 
product ever. A great introduction to this quality Austrian brand.

OAK ELEGANCE OAK ELEGANCE WHITE OAK NATURELLE OAK NATURELLE WHITE

OAK MEDIUM OAK MEDIUM WHITE OAK DARK ASH MEDIUM

ASH DARK ROBINIA DARK ROBINIA AGED BEECH ELEGANCE

CANADIAN MAPLE ELEGANCE AMERICAN CHERRY 
ELEGANCE

AMERICAN WALNUT 
ELEGANCE



OAK ELEGANCE OAK ELEGANCE WHITE OAK NATURELLE OAK NATURELLE WHITE

OAK MEDIUM OAK MEDIUM WHITE OAK DARK OAK NOBLESSE

ASH DARK ASH MEDIUM ASH ROBINIA DARK

CANADIAN MAPLE ELEGANCE AMERICAN CHERRY 
ELEGANCE

AMERICAN WALNUT 
ELEGANCE

Tongue+groove

1200 x 120 x 13 mm

SUITABLE

Highly versatile in colour and finish, extremely generous and elegant in its dimensions. This 100% product is a per-
fect ecological alternat ive to tropical timber due to the environmentally friendly thermo treatment. These advan-
tages shall convince even professionals like architects, flooring specialists and contractors that the new Admonter 
2bond is a high-quality alternative for residential and commercial projects.

BEECH ELEGANCE


